
Bring sales and customer 
photos to life with powerful
Face Designer software from
Roland — the ultimate in
personalization. Face Designer
enables you to quickly and
effortlessly turn side-profile
portraits into 3D relief for 
output on any Roland desktop
device, from EGX Series
engravers and MDX Series
SRP™ milling machines to the 
JWX-10 jewelry model maker
and the RX-50 spiral axis
engraver. In as little as 15 
minutes, you can produce 
jewelry, charms, medallions,
plaques, signs, promotional
items, giftware — even 

gravemarkers — featuring 
realistic 3D reliefs of friends,
loved ones, honored guests, 
or favorite pets.

Face Designer software 
imports a variety of image files
including Bitmap, TIFF, GIF, or
JPEG to generate the 3D CAD
model, making it simple to
expand your business and
increase your profitability.

Face Designer
Turn Facial Photos Into Stunning 3D Relief Models In Minutes

Import profile image in 
JPEG, BMP, GIF and TIFF 
file formats.

Sketch profile outline and
project image into 3D relief.

Virtual makeover with 
3D relief sculpting and
smoothing tools.

Review virtual simulation
before producing on any
Roland Engraver or Mill.



FACE DESIGNER

www.RolandASD.com

Authorized Dealer:

Spiral Axis EngraverRX-50

Trouble-Free 3D EngravingEGX-20

Versatile Desktop PerformerEGX-300

Benchtop Series Power, Speed and Industry-First FeaturesEGX-PRO

Jewelry Model MakerJWX-10

Desktop Rapid PrototypingMDX-15/20

Subtractive Rapid Prototyping (SRP) MachineMDX-40
Benchtop SRP And CNC MillingMDX-650

Roland Face Designer complements the complete line of Roland engravers and mills

Pentium III
256MB RAM

Windows 2000/XP

OpenGL Graphics

1024 x 768 Display Resolution

Minimum Computer Requirements

Marriage commemoration
Family tree plaque

Family tree hanging mobile

Grandchildren & Grandparents

Signage for family business

Coat of arms with head

Faux historic plaques (Roman, Greek, Medieval, etc.)

3D "Wanted" posters
Donor/Patron display (Hospital, museum, etc.)

Company founders plaque

Employee of the month plaque
Best Mom/Dad awards
Embossed stationary/business card

Endorsement products (Athletes, celebrities etc.)

Customized soap, chocolate or candy

Jewelry (Key chains, broaches, cuff links)

Coins and Medals

Personalized identification badges

Creative Ideas
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RX-50
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MDX-40

MDX-15/20

JWX-10

Roland reserves the right to make changes in specifications, materials or accessories without notice.  Your actual output may vary.  For optimum output quality, periodic maintenance to critical 
components may be required.  Please contact your Roland dealer for details.  No guarantee or warranty is implied other than expressly stated.  Roland shall not be liable for any incidental or 
consequential damages, whether foreseeable or not, caused by defects in such products.  All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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